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• Classification of excitations in molecular systems (CT vs Local)
Introduction:

• DFT-based methods for modelling excitations

• Transition constrained DFT (T-CDFT) in the BigDFT code:
• Principles of linear scaling DFT

• OLEDs and acene molecules: method comparison

Future work: 

• Towards the robust simulation of supramolecular systems with T-CDFT
• Fragment calculations in the BigDFT code
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Excited states in molecular systems

Introduction
Julia Westermayr et al. 2020

OLED 

, Image: Samsung Display, https://www.oled-info.com/flexible-oled

Design

Technological applications

https://www.oled-info.com/flexible-oled


Step 1: accurate QM
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Step 2: Fragments

Step 3: QM/MM

The challenge - First principle simulation of systems of realistic sizes (e.g 
Organic Light Emitting Diode -OLED- materials): large, complex and 
disordered;  while - developing computational tools for performing an 

analysis of excitations as a workflow

Martina Stella

Density Functional Theory (DFT):  
• accurate • efficient • massively parallel  

• O(N3) <1,000 atoms

Introduction
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Excitations classification: 

Charge Transfer vs Local Excitations 

Introduction

CT excitation LE excitation

A B

ZnBC+ BC- Napth.
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Methods for modelling excited states: 

Introduction

• Δ-SCF 
• TD-DFT (Linear-response theory approach)
• CDFT  (Constrained DFT)

Δ-SCF 

ΔESCF = En - E0Excitation energy is given by :
Simplest formalism


Imposition of KS occupancy while self-consistency is reached

Affordable computational costs 


Versatile formalism: RKS, UKS, RHF, UHF, ROKS

Geared towards energy minimisation

Possible spin contamination 


Occasional convergence instabilities 

…
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Methods for modelling excited states: 

Introduction

• Δ-SCF 
• TD-DFT (Linear-response theory approach)
• CDFT  (Constrained DFT)

TD-DFT

TD-DFTDFT
Ground state Excited state

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem Runge-Gross theorem
Minimal of total energy Stationary point of the action

Stationary orbitals 
Stationary density 

Time-dependent orbitals 
Time-dependent density 

HK 1: There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between any external potential on the system 
and the resulting electron density (up to a 
constant).

RG 1: There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between any time-dependent external potential 
on the system and the resulting time-dependent 
density (up to a time-dependent constant).
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Methods for modelling excited states: 

Introduction

• Δ-SCF 
• TD-DFT (Linear-response theory approach)
• CDFT  (Constrained DFT)

TD-DFT

TD-DFTDFT
Ground state Excited state

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem Runge-Gross theorem
Minimal of total energy Stationary point of the action

Stationary orbitals 
Stationary density 

Time-dependent orbitals 
Time-dependent density 

Excitation energies can be extracted within the Linear-Response TDDFT 
where a small td-perturbation is added to the system Hamiltonian  
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Methods for modelling excited states: 

Introduction

• Δ-SCF 
• TD-DFT (Linear-response theory approach)
• CDFT  (Constrained DFT)

TD-DFT

It includes dynamic screening

Good agreement with experimental values


Correctly model local excitations in molecules 

Cheaper than sophisticated post-Hartree-Fock methods

Unknown exchange-correlation functional

Problems with modelling charge-transfer states 


Still too expansive for large systems in standard cubic scaling 
formalism


…
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Methods for modelling excited states: 

Introduction

• Δ-SCF 
• TD-DFT (Linear-response theory approach)
• CDFT  (Constrained DFT)

CDFT
In CDFT we find the lowest energy state satisfying a given (charge) constraint on the 
density

• One associates a charge with a particular fragment (in space)


ZnBC+ BC-
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Methods for modelling excited states: 

Introduction

• Δ-SCF 
• TD-DFT (Linear-response theory approach)
• CDFT  (Constrained DFT)

CDFT

It can accurately model charge transfer excitations

Formalism is straightforward 


Computational cost is comparable to cubic scaling DFT

In its standard implementation fails to model local excitations
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• Excitations in molecules
Introduction:

• DFT-based methods for modelling excitations

• Transition constrained DFT (T-CDFT) in the BigDFT code:
• Principles of linear scaling DFT

• OLEDs and acene molecules: method comparison

Future work: 

• Towards the robust simulation of supramolecular systems with T-CDFT
• Fragment calculations in the BigDFT code

Main Body:

Take-home: 
excit. type: CT vs LE


TDDFT: good for LE, not so good for CT,  
expensive 

CDFT: good for CT, not so good for LE, 
cheap
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2CzPN

(Thermally activated delayed fluorescence)  

 Thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) represents a promising mechanism for the 
design of the next generation of OLEDs: cheaper and environmentally less harmful than 

previous generation 

Case study: TADF 

Martina StellaCase study
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Spatial overlap between HOMO and LUMO:  

Excitations classification: 

A simple descriptor, 𝝠T

HOMO LUMO

𝝠T = ~ 0.5

2CzPN Pyrrole
LUMOHOMO

𝝠T = ~ 0.2

5

where the sum should only be performed on the set of
states p, s such that W a

ps 6= 0. Once the good values
of the lagrange multipliers are found, the energy of the
excited system can be calculated with the usual KS ex-
pression, once removing the constraining term from the
KS Hamiltonian.

Such a formalism is particularly practical for the case
of a pure transition, where only one state  p is involved
in the constraint. For this case, as the target orbital
|wp

ai is unique, one can choose a arbitrarily large lagrange
multiplier, as the representability condition of the density
matrix will always guarantee hs| ⇢̂ | pi  1.

Singlet and triplet transition can be then associated
to constraint operators which are spin-averaged (+) and
spin-opposite (-), respectively: (Ĥa

c
" = ±Ĥa

c
#).

[LG: This can be removed now]
a. Off-diagonal, singlet

| "
Hih "

L|+ | #
Hih #

L|+ | "
Lih 

"
H |+ | #

Lih 
#
H | (14)

b. Off-diagonal, triplet

| "
Hih "

L|� | #
Hih #

L|+ | "
Lih 

"
H |� | #

Lih 
#
H | (15)

[TODO: Talk about special case of pure HOMO-
LUMO transition, including the fact there is in this case
no need to find the right Lagrange multiplier. Make sure
to also mention the need for the basis set to contain the
ground state, as well as allowing for relaxation. Also
why no need for purification, despite the fact that e.g.
XCDFT still uses it.]

C. Indicators for Analyzing Excitations

When analyzing excited states, it is useful to define
quantitative indicators which allow the comparison of
various features of a given excitation. This includes both
the orbitals involved in a given transition, and its spa-
tial character. To this end, we use two simple indicators,
which are described in the following.

1. Transition Purity

Although such a formalism may be generalized to any
given transition, we consider in the following only the
case of a predominantly HOMO-LUMO transition. Thus
a P = 1 refers to a pure HOMO-LUMO excitation, while
a number significantly below 1 indicates that higher exci-
tations have a non-negligible contribution to the overall
description of the excitation, in other words the transi-
tion is not pure.

2. Charge Transfer Descriptor

The accuracy of computed excitation energies strongly
depends on whether the chosen method is able to cor-
rectly capture the character of the excitation itself. As

previously discussed, this is particularly the case for
TDDFT, where energies of low-lying CT states calcu-
lated with some functionals may be severely underesti-
mated, in some cases by several eV, while other function-
als show good agreement with experiment.51 This prob-
lem has motivated the development of diagnostic tools
which can be used to predict the accuracy of TDDFT in
a given case by classifying the nature of the excitation.
It is not straightforward to develop a unique and effec-
tive descriptor, so that several examples of such develop-
ments can be found in the literature.52–56 These generally
include geometrical descriptors based on the analysis of
the molecular orbitals and the electron densities.

One such descriptor is the ⇤-index,56,57 which is based
on the overlap of molecular orbital moduli, and is defined
as

⇤a =
X

ps

W a
ps

2

Z
| s(r)| | p(r)| dr. (16)

It has been suggested that a small orbital overlap, as
defined by a ⇤ value of less than 0.3 for hybrid and 0.4 for
GGA functionals, corresponds to a CT transition which
is not correctly described by TDDFT.57

While it is possible to define indicators such as the ⇤
which depend on the output of the excited state calcula-
tion, in this work we instead employ a descriptor which is
based on the particular transition that is used as the con-
straint in T-CDFT, i.e. based on the input, rather than
the output. Since in this work we focus on pure HOMO-
LUMO transitions, this results in a simplified version of
the ⇤-index. This descriptor, which we denote ⇤

T

, is
based on the square root of the product of the overlap
of solely the HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions and thus
describes their spatial overlap:

⇤
T

=

Z
| H(r)| | L(r)| dr. (17)

At the two extremes, a value of zero therefore indicates
no spatial overlap between HOMO-LUMO and, hence a
CT excitation, while a value of one represents full spa-
tial overlap between the orbitals, corresponding to a LE
state. We note that ⇤

T

does not distinguish between
singlet or triplet excitations, and instead only provides
a description of the spatial overlap between the HOMO
and LUMO. For work requiring an in-depth analysis of
a particular excitation, a modified version based on the
output of T-CDFT, or other indicators such as those ref-
erenced above would therefore be more appropriate.

D. Implementation in BigDFT

The orbital-based CDFT approach defined above is not
specific to any particular basis set or formalism. How-
ever, the approach is ultimately targeted at the treat-
ment of excitations in large systems. We have therefore
implemented the approach in the BigDFT code,58 which

 small overlap between hole-elec = CT            

Tetracene
LUMOHOMO

𝝠T = ~ 1.00

 large overlap between hole-elec =  LE 

mix of LE and CT

Case study
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Transition-based Constrained DFT (T-DFT)

(1) M Stella, K Thapa, L Genovese, LE Ratcliff, JCTC, submitted, 2021. 

Transition operator:

In T-CDFT, instead of imposing a spatial constrain, we 
impose a specific orbital transition, e.g.  


HOMO — LUMO

Excitation energy:

unocc occ

• The density matrix operator is constrained such as to include the transitions


• This may involve only one occupied orbital, e.g. the HOMO, or it may involve a 
mixture of several orbitals (pure or mixed)

Main Body



Daubechies wavelets basis set:  

• systematic • orthogonal • localised • adaptive  

• analytic operators  

BigDFT:  

• real space based • flexible 
• many functionalities (O(N) calculations,LR-TDDFT) • open 
source • efficient Poisson solver • free, wire, surface and periodic 
b.c.'s • hybrid MPI/OpenMP • GPU ported  

Daubechies wavelets basis set: 
• systematic    • orthogonal    • localized   
• adaptive       • analytic operators
BigDFT:
• real space based         • flexible
• many functionalities     • open source
• efficient Poisson solver
• free, wire, surface and periodic b.c.'s
• hybrid MPI/OpenMP    • GPU ported

adaptivity: the 
grid is divided
into low and 
high resolution 
points

Aim: first-principles simulation of realistic systems of technological importance
Requirements:
• accurate   • large systems at low cost   • exploit massively parallel machines
Density functional theory (DFT):
• accurate   • efficient   • massively parallel   • O(N3) <1,000 atoms
Fragment approach to DFT:
• accurate   • efficient   • massively parallel   • O(N) ~10,000 atoms    • flexible

BigDFT: DFT with wavelets [1]

Motivation Local orbitals and linear scaling [2, 3]

example of a 
Daubechies 
wavelet and  
scaling 
function

time and memory scaling 
for a DNA fragment

• extended Kohn-Sham orbitals are written as a      
  linear combination of localized 'support functions'
• the ground state density is found by optimizing
  the density kernel
• support functions are expanded in wavelets
  ('contracted basis') 
• support functions are optimized in situ, giving an
  accurate minimal basis
• localization leads to sparse matrices, which are
  exploited to get linear scaling

Fragment Approach to Density Functional
Theory Calculations of Large Systems

Laura E. Ratcliff, Leadership Computing Facility, Argonne National Laboratory, IL, USA
Luigi Genovese and Thierry Deutsch, CEA, INAC-MEM, L_Sim, Grenoble, France

Stephan Mohr, Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC-CNS), Spain

[1] www.bigdft.org
[2] SM, LER, P. Boulanger, LG, D. Caliste, TD & S. Goedecker, J. Chem. Phys. 140, 204110 (2014)
[3] SM, LER, LG, D. Caliste, P. Boulanger, S. Goedecker & TD, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 17, 31360 (2015)

optimize

rototranslate

fragment approach for water molecules

Fragment approach [4]

Isolated fragments: disordered OLED morphology [5]

Embedded fragments: carbon nanotube
The support functions can be used in different schemes which can reduce the
computational cost by up to an order of magnitude
1) optimized support functions: adapted to the system. high cost, high accuracy
2) unoptimized support functions:
fixed LCAO. low cost, low accuracy
3) reuse support functions: optimized
for one system then directly reused for a
similar system e.g. neutral and charged
calculations. low cost, high accuracy
4) fragment approach: optimized for
an isolated or embedded template
'fragment' and rototranslated for multiple
fragments using an accurate and efficient
interpolation scheme. low cost, high accuracy

• generate disordered OLED host-guest 
  structure using force-field simulation
• optimize support functions for the
  template host and guest molecules
• form a cluster of nearest neighbours
  for each molecule (~1000 atoms)
• calculate on-site energy for central
  molecule in each cluster with fragment 
  approach and using constrained DFT
• calculate transfer integrals between
  central molecule and other molecules
  in cluster – the sign is well defined due
  to identical treatment of fragments
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guest

pure host

host

-1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2
Energy (eV)

guest

pure host

host

        on-site energies without [top] and with     
    [bottom] CDFT for electron transport in 
host-guest and pure host morphologies
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Embedded atomic fragments: graphene with a defect
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• fragment is a 22 atom segment
  embedded in a short template CNT
• fragment type depends on distance   
  from edge of unterminated finite CNT 
• periodic CNT calculation performed
  using central fragments
• error decays quickly as length of
  template CNT is increased

This research used resources of the Argonne Leadership 
Computing Facility, which is a DOE Office of Science User 
Facility supported under Contract DE-AC02-06CH11357.
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transfer integrals for electron 
transport in host-guest morphology

host-guest morphology [left] - 92 host
(CBP) [top right], 8 guest (Ir(ppy)3) 
[bottom right] molecules (6192 atoms)

setup for an (11, 0) SWCNT, with 22 
atom fragments in 44, 88, 132 and 176
atom template systems, where atomic 
colour indicates the fragment type and 
the arrows represent replication and 
rototranslation for a 264 atom CNT

[4] LER, LG, SM & TD, J. Chem. Phys. 142, 234105 (2015)
[5] LER, L. Grisanti, LG, TD, T. Neumann, D. Danilov, W. Wenzel, 
     D. Beljonne & J. Cornil, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 11, 2077 (2015) 

           energy of 
          finite CNTs  
         w.r.t. periodic
        CNT for cubic, 
       linear and 
      fragment  
     approaches 
    with different  
   templates [left]
  and average 
 errors w.r.t. cubic
result [right]
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Natoms template

         • use embedded atomic fragments to treat 
          graphene with Si substitutional defect
       • fragments generated for 336 atom cell, reused
        in larger cells; defined by distance from Si (dSi)
     • close to defect (small dSi): strong perturbation
    • far from defect (large dSi): bulk-like
   • need to include several nearest neighbours
  • correlation between similarity (based on onsite 
   overlap Sij) of support functions and error in energy
• apply correction based on errors from small cells

  336 [left] and 2232 [right] atom cells of graphene with Si  
 substitutional defect; colours indicate dSi, i.e. fragment type

error vs dSi when using correct fragments up to dSi and bulk-
like fragments beyond [left]; deviation from bulk-like support 
functions vs dSi [centre]; correlation between error and 
deviation from bulk-like support functions [right] for 336 atoms
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approaches [bottom] 
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[left] and correcting 
according to error for 
336 atoms [right]; with 
correction the error is 
mostly close to or less 
than the linear error
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    Localized adaptive support functions in BigDFT facilitate:
   • an accurate, efficient linear-scaling approach
  • a flexible (embedded) fragment approach for molecular and periodic systems
 • the treatment of very large systems at low computational cost
• a natural pathway to an embedded QM/QM approach If I'm not by the poster, don't 

hesitate to come and find me. 

adaptivity: the grid is divided into low 
and high resolution points 

The BigDFT suite: DFT with wavelets

Martina StellaAn intro to BigDFT



The BigDFT suite: DFT with wavelets

Image from: Motivations for BigDFT formalism: overview of Daubechies  wavelets in DFT - Thierry Deutsch 

Martina StellaAn intro to BigDFT

http://www.max-centre.eu/sites/default/files/BigDFTWebinar-Motivations%20for%20BigDFT%20formalism_Thierry%20Deutsch.pdf


The BigDFT suite: DFT with wavelets

Image from: Motivations for BigDFT formalism: overview of Daubechies  wavelets in DFT - Thierry Deutsch 

Martina StellaAn intro to BigDFT

http://www.max-centre.eu/sites/default/files/BigDFTWebinar-Motivations%20for%20BigDFT%20formalism_Thierry%20Deutsch.pdf


The BigDFT suite: linear-scaling formalism (1)

Martina Stella
Image from: Approach to Large Scale Systems with BigDFT: from Ground State to electronic excitations - Laura Ratcliff  

An intro to BigDFT

http://www.max-centre.eu/sites/default/files/BigDFTWebinar-Approach%20to%20Large%20Scale%20Systems%20with%20BigDFT_Laura%20Ratcliff.pdf


Image from: Approach to Large Scale Systems with BigDFT: from Ground State to electronic excitations - Laura Ratcliff  

Martina Stella

The BigDFT suite: linear-scaling formalism (2): 
The algorithm

Accurate Minimal Basis:

•  Minimize energy wrt both SFs and kernel (subject 

to constraints) 

•  SFs adapt to the environment – minimal, localized 

basis with wavelet accuracy 

•  3 methods for K – Fermi Operator Expansion for O 

(N ), direct minimization (virtual states), 
diagonalization


•  Forces – geometry optimizations, MD

An intro to BigDFT

http://www.max-centre.eu/sites/default/files/BigDFTWebinar-Approach%20to%20Large%20Scale%20Systems%20with%20BigDFT_Laura%20Ratcliff.pdf


Gas Phase benchmark: OLEDs and acenes

Homo-Lumo orbitals and excitation character

LDA, cc-pVTZ with NWCHEM

Results Martina Stella
(1) image from M Stella, K Thapa, L Genovese, LE Ratcliff, JCTC, submitted, 2021. 
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Energy splittings 

Vertical S1 and T1 energies computed using different methods (T-CDFT, ∆SCF, TDDFT), basis sets (6-31G*, 
cc-pVTZ, wavelets) and functionals (LDA, PBE, PBE0) using BigDFT and NWChem. The T-CDFT results are 
those for the largest considered basis, for the SF case with 4/9/9 SFs per H/C/N atom and Rloc = 4.76 Å

(1) image from M Stella, K Thapa, L Genovese, LE Ratcliff, JCTC, submitted, 2021. 

Gas Phase benchmark: OLEDs and acenes

Results

∆ET1 ∆ES1

T1

s0 s0

s1
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Take home messages are: 
• T-CDFT performs well with predominately local excitations (acenes)

• T-CDFT results from semi-local functionals are comparable to hybrid functional 

ones with TDDFT and Delta SCF.  
• For OLEDs results are a little more fluctuating 

• In OLEDs TDDFT underestimates triplet in highly CT states

• T-CDFT is found to be robust with respect to the nature of the excitations

Gas Phase benchmark: OLEDs and acenes

(1) images from M Stella, K Thapa, L Genovese, LE Ratcliff, JCTC, submitted, 2021. 

Results

What about ∆EST? 
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• Excitations in molecules
Introduction:

• DFT-based methods for modelling excitations

• Transition constrained DFT (T-CDFT) in the BigDFT code:
• Principles of linear scaling DFT

• OLEDs and acene molecules: method comparison

Future work: 

• Towards the robust simulation of supramolecular systems with T-CDFT
• Fragment calculations in the BigDFT code

Main Body:

Take-home: 
excit. type: CT vs LE


TDDFT: good for LE, not so good for CT,  
expensive 

CDFT: good for CT, not so good for LE, 
cheap
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Disorder and environment effects in OLEDs

Environment effects

Environment and morphology can 
affect excitations - need for 

LARGE SYSTEMS

Image from: Approach to Large Scale Systems with BigDFT: from Ground State to electronic excitations - Laura Ratcliff  

OLEDs’ morphology 
is disordered 

About large systems

∆EST  with T-CDFT is slightly 
worse than the one we get from 

TDDFT with hybrid. 

Can we make it better?

http://www.max-centre.eu/sites/default/files/BigDFTWebinar-Approach%20to%20Large%20Scale%20Systems%20with%20BigDFT_Laura%20Ratcliff.pdf
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How do we go to supramolecular level?

Exploiting similarities

• SF optimization dominates prefactor 

•  similar chemical environments → similar SFs 

•  can we reuse SFs?

The molecular fragment approach

Ratcliff, Genovese, Mohr and Deutsch, J. Chem. Phys. 142, 234105 (2015) Image from: Approach to Large Scale Systems with BigDFT: from Ground State to electronic excitations - Laura Ratcliff  

About large systems

http://www.max-centre.eu/sites/default/files/BigDFTWebinar-Approach%20to%20Large%20Scale%20Systems%20with%20BigDFT_Laura%20Ratcliff.pdf
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Image from: Approach to Large Scale Systems with BigDFT: from Ground State to electronic excitations - Laura Ratcliff  

Improved description of  
∆EST

T-CDFT

About large systems

How do we go to supramolecular level?

Image adapted from Laura Ratcliff.  

http://www.max-centre.eu/sites/default/files/BigDFTWebinar-Approach%20to%20Large%20Scale%20Systems%20with%20BigDFT_Laura%20Ratcliff.pdf
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Final remarks

• T-CDFT gives a comparable accuracy to both ∆SCF and TDDFT with hybrid 
functionals, with lower computational cost and robust convergence

• T-CDFT does not suffer from the problems encountered when applying TDDFT to CT 
states, and can model both LE and CT states

• The SF-based implementation, which is designed for large systems, is ideally suited to 
exploring the effects of an explicit environment on ∆EST

• This conclusion is further supported through comparisons with higher-level theory 
calculations from the literature, based on CCSD(T) for the acenes and tuned range-
separated functional TDDFT calculations for the OLED emitters

We foresee that the combination of T-CDFT with the fragmentation approaches which 
are already available within the BigDFT code, will represent a powerful tool for the study 

of excitations in realistic supramolecular morphologies

Conclusions

Thank you!


